PRESS INFORMATION

Guided Tour in English “A City Joins In - Frankfurt And Nazism”

Sunday, 24 April 2022, 3pm
Historical Museum Frankfurt
Guided Tour with Julian Mackenthun
Ticket price: 10 €/5 € entrance + 3 € tour

**Frankfurt, 12 April 2022:** The historical exhibition “A City Joins In” presents different stories which illustrate how National Socialism shaped the everyday lives of the people of Frankfurt. Options for opposition are shown as well as the consequences of political inaction or blind obedience for the victims. The exhibition documents the traces of the perpetrators, but never loses sight of the citizens’ resistance. It is structured as a sequence of 19 urban places which show very clearly the penetration of public and private spheres by Nazi ideology.

As an offer of intensive engagement with National Socialism in Frankfurt, the exhibition pursues the goal of anchoring in visitors as lasting, heightened awareness of current mechanisms of discrimination and exclusion, while, at the same time, developing an understanding of one’s own potential for action and options for change. It encourages people to engage without falling into simplistic patterns of interpretation.

Julian Mackenthun was born in 1993 and studied history and English. He worked as a teaching assistant in England before becoming a guide at the Historical Museum Frankfurt in 2017. Since 2020, he has worked as a freelance editor for the *Journal Frankfurt*. Julian assisted the curators of the exhibition “A City Joins In” and also provided some of the English translations.

For further information, visit [https://historisches-museum-frankfurt.de/de/node/64493](https://historisches-museum-frankfurt.de/de/node/64493)
Please register for the tour at our visitor’s service:
Information and registration:
Mo – Fr 10.00 – 16.00 Uhr
Tel. +49 69 212-35154
E-Mail: besucherservice@historisches-museum-frankfurt.de
Or buy your ticket online.

Admission Price:
10 €/5 € entrance + 3 € tour

Opening Hours
Tuesday to Sunday, 11am – 6pm

Historisches Museum Frankfurt
Saalhof 1
60311 Frankfurt am Main
Tel. +49 69 212-35599
info@historisches-museum-frankfurt.de
www.historisches-museum-frankfurt.de

Information zum Historischen Museum Frankfurt
Das Historische Museum Frankfurt erklärt die Stadt: Es ist das Frankfurt Museum.